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After all that hard-work at the
SDC and the excitement of the Gifu elections, why
not enjoy some sightseeing in our land of clear
waters?
Search for ‘Gifu Crossroads’ on Facebook to find a
great English language tourism page operated by
Bryan at the Kencho!

Easy Recipe from your JET Community!
今月のおすすめのレシピ！
Bibimbap ビビンバ 비빔밥
A bowl of rice mixed with other amazing
goodness. From Korea to kyuushoku (給食)
and here to stay – super easy to both make and
eat!
Details ]
Time required:

30 minutes

Equipment:

A single burner cook-top/frying
pan, pot for boiling water, two
small mixing bowls, measuring
cups, cutting board and knife

Cost:

About 500 yen; serves 2 people

Ingredients (serves 2)

Meat (though tofu is a vegetarian option/addition,
too!)
- 100g grilled chicken meat
- ½-2 tablespoons of grilled chicken tare sauce

Spinach Namul

Goma sesame oil

Onsen tamago

Gifu-ben of the Month!
今月の岐阜弁！

~まう/~mau
Auxillary verb which fills the role of ~しまう
/~shimau in regular Japanese.
e.g. おなかポンポンになってまった！

onaka ponpon ni natte matta!

- ½ bundle of spinach, cut into strips 3cm wide
- 1 tablespoon of goma (sesame) oil
- 1 pinch of salt
- 1 teaspoon of chicken soup stock (granule)

‘My stomach is full!’
Let’s try this out after a delicious meal made with
ingredients from Gifu Prefecture!
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- 2 pinches of sugar
- 1 tablespoon of sesame

Rice
- 2 cups of white or brown rice (make as much as
you’d like, though!)

Egg (again, optional for vegetarians)
- 1 onsentamago (slow-boiled egg)
Method
1. Boil the bean sprouts and spinach each for 2
minutes, and then rinse off with clean water.
2. Cook the chicken to your liking on medium
heat on an oiled frying pan. Add tare sauce
while cooking. (Dicing/grinding the meat is
JETs doing cool things!

recommended.)
3. Place all of the ingredients for the Moyashi

Hida-shi Canada Night!

Namul into a small bowl, and vigorously mix
with your hands as your begin to form a ball

This time in “JETs doing Cool Things”, we’ll be

with the ingredients.

covering three Hidans in the northern most

4. Repeat step 3 in a separate bowl, but using the
ingredients for the Spinach Namul.
5. Cook however much rice you wish in a rice
cooker, and place in a final bowl.
6. Place the cooked meat and each Namul on top
of the rice, and mix to your liking.
7. Finally, add the slow-boiled egg on top, mix,

reaches of our prefecture! Let me welcome, the
coolest additions from Canada – Shannon, Colby,
and Thomas! They joined us in August 2016 and
have since made themselves very nice and cosy up
here. They’ve hosted a Canada Night (or two!) and
today, we’re going to find out a little bit more
about it and what they’re up to these days!

and enjoy!
1. How did Canada Night come about?
Canada Night came about when the 3 of
We’re always looking for

us met the mayor, and he discovered that we're all

feedback on the Gifu

Canadian this year. He thought it would be a great

Bulletin!

opportunity for us to host a Canadian themed
event where would could work together and share
our culture with the community. The mayor
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suggested the venue and the B.o.E. introduced us
to FabCafe and the manager, Akiko, but the rest of
it was up to us.

We had about 40 people in attendance, including
some amazing Canadian non-Hida JET volunteers
and other JETs. We served maple salmon, French
onion soup, meatballs, mashed potatoes with
gravy, salads, apple crisp with ice cream, and
brownies. It was a good feast - only the raw veggies
and dip were unpopular. We also had a cash bar

Do it! It's a blast. BUT, get your BOE/City Hall on

with Caesars, Canadian Whisky, and Ginger Ale.

board and know exactly who your go-to person is to

The venue kept the cash from alcohol sales, and we

help get resources in order. Discuss financing and

charged per-person for the event to cover the cost

the role of the city/government/school

of groceries.

IMMEDIATELY. Don't be awkward like we were,
especially if you're asked to do something for the

2. What did you guys find most challenging? Do
you have any advice or tips for other JETs who

community. Bear in mind that food is the money
pit!

might like to do something similar?
Not being sure exactly who to go to for

3. What was your favourite part about it?

support, guidance, what the scale of this event was

Shannon: That it was fun! We had an interesting

supposed to be, and cold hard cash – basically

mix of guests, but it was mostly people from the

COMMUNICATION was our biggest challenge.

neighbourhood that we'd never met before. We had

Logistics was a little tricky too and we found out

games and trivia, table hockey, etc., but we

afterwards that there's an Event Planning

resisted requests to have a to-the-minute program,

Committee in city hall. Due to some cultural

so that lent to a very relaxed, "western"

awkwardness and us being lost between City Hall

atmosphere to the event. It felt like a party, and it

departments, all that we knew was that we were

was quite touching to see that people from the

supposed to make this thing happen...

community showed up to don an Anne of Green
Gables wig and learn about Canadian culture.

For JETs thinking about a cultural event:
Do it! It's a blast. BUT, get your BOE/City Hall on
board and know exactly who your go-to person is to
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Colby: The feedback we received for it was pretty
cool as we were told that everyone had a great time
and were asking when the next one would be. One
specific memory is having Japanese people look at
the "Ceasar" mix with hesitation and repulsion
upon hearing the ingredients, and later confessing
that they liked it.
Thomas:

The

best

part

was

bringing

the

community, both the locals and JETS, together to
JET Interviews!

engage in cultural exchange. It gave us the
opportunity to meet with members

of the

community that we don’t usually get to see.
. BUT, get your BOE/City Hall on board
and know exactly who your go-to person is to help
get resources in order. Discuss financing and the
role

of

the

Sevgi Cevik, 2nd Year CIR

city/government/school

Sevgi Cevik is a 2nd year CIR working in the
International Affairs Division of the Gifu
Prefectural Government. Heralding from Kayseri
in Turkey, Sevgi is both Japan’s only Turkish CIR
and Gifu’s most experienced CIR.

IMMEDIATELY. Don't be awkward like we were,
especially if you're asked to do something for the
community. Bear in mind that food is the money
pit!

How did you end up on the JET Programme as
Japan’s only Turkish JET?
When I was a child, like 9 or 10, there was this
anime I really liked called ‘Magic Knights
Reyearth’. I forgot about it as I grew up but then
when I started university in Istanbul I had this
friend who was kind of an anime nerd… she
helped me find the anime again/ This led to other
animes, and this kind of kick-started my interest

Email your PAs with any

in Japanese language and culture.

suggestions at

Then I got the opportunity to go on an

gifupas@gmail.com!

exchange to Japan, through the sister-city
relationship

that

Istanbul

had

with

Shimonoseki in Yamaguchi Prefecture. This was
the first time I felt that Japan was a country I
could really live in. It felt like a second-home
thanks to all the great people that I met there.
After coming back, I got back to my studies.
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thanks to all the great people that I met there.
After coming back, I got back to my studies.
About half a year after returning to Turkey, I
was the leader of my university’s Japan
Friendship society and I met my current
boyfriend there –who is now an English teacher
in Aichi. Just after I finished university, he
returned to Japan and I started working for a
Japanese company in Istanbul.
Apparently somebody in Gifu Prefecture had
decided that a Muslim CIR would be great to
help

exploit

Gifu

Prefecture’s

inexplicable

popularity with Muslim tourists from south-east
Asia. I saw the application on the website of the

As the most senior CIR in Gifu Prefecture, do you

Japanese embassy in Istanbul, applied and,

have any advice for other JETs?

well, I ended up here.
Probably the most important advice I can offer is
What have you been doing at work?

that there will be tough times when you come
here. Moving to a small-town in a new country

At work I mostly spend my time promoting

with a new-job, it’s important to make time for a

knowledge and interest in Turkey amongst the

social-life outside of work and also important not

people of Gifu. I do this through visiting schools

to restrict that social network to other JETs. Try

(mostly high schools), hosting cultural events such

and become a part of the local community; interact

as cookery classes and Turkish language classes at

with people, join in clubs – for example I ‘m really

the Gifu International Centre. The other big part

into Aikido and it gives me a chance to make

of my job is translation and interpretation – Gifu

friends with people from different demographics.

Olympic

I’d also like to say to a lot of ALTs, who maybe

associations with other countries, so I translate a

don’t understand what it’s like to be learning

lot of back-and-forth emails. Also I handle a lot of

English as a person in a closed-society with

the translations for the Prefecture’s exchange with

little-to-no contact with foreigners. My experience

Vietnam. Interpretations are rarer – maybe a few

was possibly more extreme than even most

times a year – but they’re very challenging and

Japanese kids – I didn’t see a foreigner till I was

fulfilling. There isn’t much chance to use Turkish

15 and didn’t speak to one till I was 18. You

in my job, but I’m happy to be able to promote

shouldn’t underestimate the seriousness of that

Turkey through my work.

nervousness they feel, and how important it is for

has

a

lot

of

exchange

with

the

you to make efforts to break it down through
connecting to them on a human level.

February Public Holidays
Feb. 11th (Sat.土) – National Foundation Day
A national holiday for Japanese people to remind themselves
of the nation's founding and to foster their love for the
nation. It marks the traditional date on which, according to
legend, Emperor Jimmu founded Japan in 660 BC. *Info from
www.officeholidays.com

February Events
Feb. 2nd (Thurs.木) – Casual English Party
What: Casual English Party is organized by one of the local bars where
everyone can just come together and have a good time chatting to locals and
people from around the world! Entry is free for foreigners and alcoholic
beverages are available starting from only 400¥!
When: 7:30pm to 9:30pm
Where: Co-ba, Honmachi 3-chome, Takayama 506-0011

Feb. 3nd (Fri.金) – Setsubun Festivals (Nagoya)
What: The Japanese word Setsubun means the parting of seasons, and in
modern-day Japan, it particularly represents the
period between the changing of winter to spring.
During this period (February 3), people throw
beans around inside their houses in order to
dispel evil spirits. Check out this website for all
of the details and locations of different festivals
(including
the
night
before)!
http://www.nagoya-info.jp/en/event/

When: Osu Kannon Setsubun Treasure Ship
Parade = 1:18pm-3:00pm; various
Where: Osu Kannon Station; various

Feb. 3rd-24th (every Fri. 金) – Jikabuki Performance
What: The Tono area is known for a special brand of regional kabuki known as
jikabuki. Come check it out at this free public event at Ena's Enakyo Grand
Hotel! Food and sake stalls will
open at 7:30pm, with the
performance beginning at 8:30pm.
There
will
also
be
small
explanations of jikabuki elements,
however these will be all in
Japanese. Furthermore, you will
be able to buy a variety of Tono area
souvenirs at this event! Be sure to
check it out!
When: 7:30pm-9:30pm
Where: Enakyo Grand Hotel, 2709-77 Oicho, Ena, Gifu Prefecture 509-7201

Ends Feb. 5th (Sun.日) – Koi Nobori Dyeing
What: Watch the people of Gujo dye koi nobori – carp- shaped flags that soar
in the air for Children’s Day later on in spring (May 5). Carp streamers are
made by drawing carp patterns on paper, cloth, or other nonwoven fabrics.
They are then allowed to flutter in the wind. Landscapes across Japan are
decorated with koi nobori from April to early May, in honor of sons and in the
hope that they will grow up to be healthy and strong.
http://japan-attractions.jp/festivals/koinobori-by-gunjo-dyeing/

When: 11:00am to 12:00pm (a light-up is on Sat. Feb. 4 from 5:00pm-9:00pm)
Where: Gujo City: Yoshida River between the Miyagase bridge and Shinbashi
bridge; Hachimancho Shimadani, Gujo-shi, Gifu 501-4222

Ends Feb. 6th (Mon.月) – Ayu Sushi in Nagara River
What: This exhibition will look back on how Ayu sushi from the Nagaragawa
was delivered to Edo as a delicacy for Ieyasu Tokugawa. 500¥ entrance fee!
http://www.ukaimuseum.jp/category/display/

When: 9:00am to 5:00pm
Where: Nagaragawa Ukai Museum
(Gifu
City
Nagaragawa
Ukai
Denshokan) 51-2, Nagara, Gifu-shi,
Gifu 502-0071

Feb. 11th (Sat. 土) – Magome-juku Snow & Ice Light Festival
What: Come see the beautiful Nakasendo post town nestled in Nakatsugawa's
mountains, but with a twist--the streets will be illuminated with hundreds of
bamboo lanterns! Food and festivities will be available, though bus services
will be limited. Laura (Tono RPA) will be going, so contact her if you would
like a ride from Nakatsugawa station :)
When: 5:00pm-10:00pm
Where: Magome, Nakatsugawa, Gifu Prefecture 508-0502, Japan

Feb. 11th (Sat. 土) – 3rd Annual Gifu Prefecture Snow Trip
What: Come join us for a day of skiing or snowboarding on our beautiful Gifu
slopes!

Prices: Lift pass = 4900¥; skis/snowboard and boots renal = 4600¥; clothing
rental = 4100¥ (but you can buy snow gear from a Second Hand Store for this
price, so we recommend you do this instead! )

Transport: Please let Sarah Demery know ASAP if you’re willing to drive or if
you need a lift so she can try to organize rides for people. E-mail her at
sarah.n.demery@gmail.com or join the Facebook event group on the Gifu
AJET Facebook page. We hope to see you there!
When: TBD
Where: Takasu Snow Park (1.5 hours north of Gifu-shi; 1.25 hours south of
Takayama-shi)

Feb. 13th/14th (Mon./Tues. 月火) – Tanokami Flower Hat Festival
What: The Confucian Razan Hayashi, who served Tokugawa shoguns in Edo
period, highly praised Gero Hot Springs for
their quality. Since he wrote that the Springs of
Kusatsu, Arima and Gero are the best of all Hot
Springs in Japan in his poetry, Gero Hot Springs
represents one of the three Hot Springs of Japan.
Check out this winter festival held there!
http://www.goldenjipangu.com/170214gero.html

When: 7:00pm on the 13th; 1:30pm on the 14th
Where: Mori-Minashi-Hachiman Shrine, Gero Hot Springs

Feb. 15th-25th (Wed.-Sat. 水-土) – Iced Waterfall Festival
What: Check out the gorgeous, frozen waterfalls of
Hirayu Hot Springs in Takayama City! There’s a light-up
at night, featuring a display nearly 64m high and 6m
wide!
http://www.goldenjipangu.com/170215hirayu.html

When: 6:00pm-9:00pm
Where: Hirayu Otaki, Takayama City

Ends Feb. 19th (Sun.日) – 君の名は(Kimi No Na Wa) Exhibition
What: A special exhibition showcasing how the blockbuster movie “Your
Name” was made; about 300 items used in the production are on display
including storyboards drawn by director Makoto Shinkai, character settings
showing a variety of facial expressions, and also detailed illustrations of the
characters’
houses
and
smartphones.
500¥
to
enter!
(http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/AJ201701170004.html)

When: 9:00am to 5:00pm
Where: Hida City Art Museum, 509-4221 Gifu-ken, Hida-shi, Furukawachō
Wakamiya, 2 Chome−1−58

Mid-Feb. – Plum Blossom Festival (Nagoya)
What: Check out more than 10 out of 100 different kinds of plum trees as they
begin to blossom, mid-February through March! The petals are both white
and red, and locations vary throughout Nagoya! http://www.nagoya-info.jp/en/event/
When: N/A
Where: Nagoya Castle, 1-1 Honmaru, Naka Ward, Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture
460-0031

The Second and Final Gifu JET Skills Development Conference of 2016-2017
Hey all! Meryl here! First, the PAs would like to express our particular gratitude to Sarah Pollnow, Phinashia Page,
Rebecca Simpson, and Jacqueline Olive who stepped up to organize and run some of our SDC workshops. Thank
you for sharing your valuable insights with us, it was greatly appreciated! Secondly, we’d like to thank the RPAs for
both the workshops they ran and for helping us with planning the conference. You are all heroes!
The afternoon workshop presentations can be found at http://gifujets.weebly.com/gifu-jet-resources.html

Hida Region

Chuno Region

Gifu Region

Tono Region

Seino Region

Gifu PAs

Next, I just wanted to say a huge thank you to everyone for your participation in SDC, and for filling out the
surveys so thoughtfully. We spend a lot of time evaluating the surveys so that we can make the next SDC even better and
more productive. I just wanted to take some time to address some of the main comments:

We should hold the SDC in different regions:
We have seriously looked into moving the SDC to the different regions because we know the burden it
causes those who do not live near Gifu City, but unfortunately it is not really feasible. We do not have the budget
for renting spaces and most of the spaces that we can reserve for free are either in Gifu city, or in places that are
very inconvenient to reach without a car. Past that, logistically the PAs need to visit the space to see how we can
arrange and use it effectively. We also tend to spend a long time the night before setting up the space which would
be quite hard to do in farther regions without staying in hotels, which again, we don’t have the budget for. My
sincerest apologies for those who have to wake up at ridiculous hours to travel, but sincerely, we appreciate the
heck out of you guys for doing it with such a positive attitude!
More lunch time/less lunch time/earlier start/earlier finish/later start/later finish:
We know everyone has different preferences for times and breaks. We do our best to try to organize times
that will make as many people as possible happy, and we’ll continue to adjust them for each SDC accordingly.
Keynote/workshops that are relevant to all 56 people in attendance:
We do our best to make SDC as relevant as possible to everyone, but we do struggle to make every part of
every session 100% relevant to everyone, especially with the large spectrum of post JET career interests, such as
people who are staying in Japan, working in a range of foreign countries, continuing in education, or working in one
of the many completely unrelated fields. In particular, the keynote speaker will generally speak about either English
teaching in Japan or about searching for opportunities after JET, and it’s incredibly difficult to find someone who
can talk about both. As a result, this session will not always be relevant to everyone. We appreciate your flexibility
and understanding about this.
Keynote more generally:
We really appreciate all the feedback, both positive and negative. Next year we will be discussing
shortening the keynote, trying to find a more interactive speaker, or getting rid of it altogether in favor of more
workshops.
Less lectures, more workshops.
Sounds good! We are currently working hard to get our website up and running so we can put helpful
information up on the site and then use our time at SDCs for more hands-on workshop time instead.
If your concern wasn’t addressed, it’s not because we are not taking it into consideration, but more likely it
wasn’t as common as those addressed above. If you would like me to address your concerns, feel free to contact me.
Once again, thanks so much for attending SDC! As always, if you have any comments or concerns about anything
(JET, taxes, health, best ice cream flavor (strawberry), etc), I am always just an e-mail away (gifupas@gmail.com).
~Meryl Jordan

